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ESWD summary of 2023
 

Traditionally, at the beginning of the year ESSL
gives an annual overview of the European Severe
Weather Database (ESWD) reports on severe
weather events via our social media accounts
(Twitter and Facebook).

In 2023, 592 severe weather events resulted in
2,057 injuries. Severe wind events were
associated with the largest number of injuries (375
events resulting in 1,092 injuries). The highest
injury rate was reported for tornadoes.

https://essleuropeanseverestormslaboratoryev.createsend1.com/t/d-e-elkwlt-l-x/
https://essleuropeanseverestormslaboratoryev.createsend1.com/t/d-i-elkwlt-l-r/
https://essleuropeanseverestormslaboratoryev.createsend1.com/t/d-i-elkwlt-l-y/


It should be noted that the heavy rain event in
Libya (storm Daniel in September) is not included
in the statistics but this single event had the
largest number of injuries (more than 7,000
injuries).
 

 



Unfortunately, 292 severe weather events resulted
in 524 fatalities and the largest number of
fatalities was the result of heavy rain events.

Here, also Libya �ooding must be highlighted
although is not included in the statistics, but the
largest number of fatalities from a single event
was with this one.



Large hail – In 2023, 9,818 large hail events were
reported in Europe. This is the largest number of
hail events reported in one year since 2006. Large
hail was associated with 328 injuries in 2023.



You can read more about Major hailstorms of
2023 in the Blog written by Tomáš Púčik.

Severe wind – 40,598 severe wind events were
reported in Europe in 2023. This is the largest
number of severe wind events reported in one year
since 2006. Severe wind events were associated
with 115 fatalities and 1,092 injuries in 2023.

Heavy rain – 8,082 heavy rain events were
reported in 2023 in Europe and also this was the
largest number of heavy rain event in one year
since 2006. Heavy rain was associated with
20,252 fatalities and 7,142 injuries in 2023, of
which the majority was associated with �ooding in
Libya on 11 September 2023 (more than 20,000
fatalities and 7,000 injuries).

Tornadoes – In 2023, 872 tornadoes were
reported in Europe, causing 3 fatalities and 195
injuries. Most of the events were for tornadoes
over water (69%), while 30 % were for tornadoes
over land.
 

https://essleuropeanseverestormslaboratoryev.createsend1.com/t/d-i-elkwlt-l-j/


 



 



 



 

 

 

ESSL training calendar and Testbed
2024



In 2024, in addition to the already traditional and
regular courses and workshops, we offer another
treat related to Radar Meteorology. You can �nd
details about all events and registration at

https://www.events.essl.org/

Hurry up and secure your seat at our most popular
workshops!

 

 

Warning workshop report

https://essleuropeanseverestormslaboratoryev.createsend1.com/t/d-i-elkwlt-l-t/


In October 2023 for the �rst time ESSL organized
the Workshop dedicated to weather warnings. One
of the most important tasks of National
Meteorological Services is issuing warnings about
dangerous weather phenomena, and convective
storms are often in focus, especially in the warmer
part of the year. ESSL team has expertise in this
and is eager to share with interested parties, but
meteorological experience and knowledge is just
one link of the warning chain so it was our goal to
bring together experts with various backgrounds
including social and human sciences. A
multidisciplinary approach is necessary for
accurate, timely and well-understood weather
warnings.

At the workshop, rather broad set of   challenges
and problems were addressed and already within
the workshop the need for a written report on all
open questions, problems as well as possible
solutions that emerged as part of the workshop
was imposed.

The full report is available here.

https://essleuropeanseverestormslaboratoryev.createsend1.com/t/d-i-elkwlt-l-i/


 

 

Status of preparations for the TIM Field
Campaign

ESSL triggered a lot of interest when inviting
interested entities to become part of a large
European �eld campaign on the intensi�cation of
severe thunderstorms in�uenced by complex
topography. As of early February, already 7
national weather services and 8 research
institutions have signed a Letter of Interest to
become part of this initiative. This spring, we will
organize an online networking meeting for all TIM
partners. The year 2024 is dedicated to
fundraising activities for the �eld campaign. A TIM
webpage will be launched very soon.



 

 

 

 
 

 

Unsure which course to attend?   Try our online
quiz!

For further information about the registration for
these events, please contact us at:
events@essl.org

Or approach us for tailored trainings or forecaster
training on-the-job.

 

 

 

https://essleuropeanseverestormslaboratoryev.createsend1.com/t/d-i-elkwlt-l-d/
https://essleuropeanseverestormslaboratoryev.createsend1.com/t/d-i-elkwlt-l-d/
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https://essleuropeanseverestormslaboratoryev.createsend1.com/t/d-i-elkwlt-l-h/
https://essleuropeanseverestormslaboratoryev.createsend1.com/t/d-i-elkwlt-l-h/
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